Strategies to help patients understand risks
John Paling

Explaining risks to patients in an effective way is an essential part of ensuring that consent is "informed." A consultant in risk communication discusses the strategies that can help doctors to communicate risks clearly, and thereby also build closer relationships with their patients.

Effective risk communication is the basis for informed patient consent for medical treatment, yet until recently doctors have lagged behind other professionals in learning this skill. In other industries where risks have to be conveyed to the public (such as chemical, nuclear, water, and food industries) usually only a few people carry out this task on behalf of their organisations and they are specially trained. In contrast, in health care (where the risks are usually far higher and more uncertain and complex) almost every doctor who interacts with patients has to communicate information on risk, yet few have any training.

Specific strategies can help to remedy this deficiency and improve patients' understanding of risks. Doctors can now choose from a "toolbox" of simple, practical, time efficient techniques that benefit the widest possible variety of patients.

Methods
I have taught risk communication in risk prone professions outside medicine for over a decade. More recently, I have adapted my materials to respond to the needs of doctors and genetic counsellors. I continually review both the literature about risk communication and web based discussion groups, and this practice has informed this article.

I suggest here a set of strategies that doctors can use immediately to become more effective in helping patients to understand risks. Using visual aids also helps to foster good doctor-patient partnerships. The suggestions that follow are not a recipe of essential steps but rather a toolbox of techniques which, depending on the circumstances, can help to improve doctors' ability to communicate risk effectively.

The challenges for doctors
Communicating risk is not simple. Many different dimensions and inherent uncertainties need to be taken into account. Recent findings on the perception of risks and benefits from a psychological perspective further complicate the task. For example, Lloyd and colleagues have suggested that patients just extract the gist of any information—not the detail—to make decisions. Furthermore, most patients' assessment of risks is primarily determined not by facts but by emotions. Thus, although most doctors can readily provide a competent account of the biomedical data relating to a particular risk, this alone is likely to be sterile. If the patient's feelings skew an understanding of the facts, then his or her ability to make objective decisions about clinical management will be impaired.

For this reason, the most powerful precursor for effective risk communication is for the doctor to strive to display both competence and a caring approach. The doctor should therefore wish to discuss risks in a context that would enable the patient to have the best chance of understanding those risks (fig 1).

Trade-offs of risks and benefits
It is prudent to remind patients that virtually all treatments are inevitably associated with some risk of possible harm. This not only reflects the truth but also helps to counteract the tendency of some patients to expect totally risk-free medicine. It also enables the doctor to

Fig 1 Competence and caring in relation to building trust. Adapted from Spence

Fig 2 Paling Perspective Scale© —for giving perspective to risks of low order of probability.16
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reassure the patient that all medical staff will do their best for the patient whatever treatment is chosen.

How to communicate the numbers
As well as empathising with the emotions of the patient, doctors are responsible for quoting estimates for the possible outcomes on the basis of previous cases. Often they do this by simply describing a possible treatment then telling the patient about the most likely associated risks on the basis of some unspecified population. Several simple techniques, however, can improve the way you communicate numbers.

Avoid using descriptive terms only
Avoid explaining risks in purely descriptive terms (such as “low risk”). Instead, elaborate by providing estimated numbers. Abundant evidence exists that descriptive terms reflect the speaker’s perspective, with the patient often understanding the risks to be of a totally different order of magnitude.

Use standardised vocabulary
Discuss with colleagues at a local and national level the use of a standardised vocabulary of descriptive words that consistently relate to approximate levels of probability so that miscommunication is reduced. The European Union’s suggestions for a standardised vocabulary (“very common,” “common,” “uncommon,” “rare,” and “very rare”), however, do not communicate risk effectively; patients’ interpretations of these terms do not seem to correlate with the probabilities that they were intended to convey. Different countries also probably bring different shades of meaning to various descriptions.

Use consistent denominator
Express the odds of possible outcomes with a consistent denominator—for example, 40 out of 1000 and 5 out of 1000, rather than 1 in 25 and 1 in 200. If different denominators are used, many patients mistake which is the greater risk. Some may think that 1 in 200 is a bigger risk than 1 in 25, presumably because the number is larger. Using a common denominator is just as accurate and communicates just as well to people of all educational levels.

Offer positive and negative outcomes
Never present only the negative perspective (or “frame”). Ideally offer outcomes in both positive and negative forms—for example, chances of survival and of death, or chance of side effects and of remaining free of side effects. A choice expressed as offering a “97 out of 100 chance of being cured” is psychologically more acceptable than a “3 out of 100 chance of dying.” In situations where the patient’s attitude is especially important in the healing process, reinforce the placebo effect by presenting the odds in a positive manner. However, honesty (including presenting outcomes in both positive and negative forms) is more likely to foster mature and resilient doctor-patient partnerships.

Use absolute numbers
Whenever possible, use absolute numbers—not relative risks. Patients can easily misinterpret statements such as “three times as many people were cured with approach A as with approach B.” These issues are described further in the accompanying paper by Gigerenzer and Edwards (pp 741–4). Use standardised vocabulary

Use visual aids for probabilities
Use appropriate visual aids to help patients from all backgrounds to understand your explanations. In developed countries substantial numbers of patients have poor numeracy or literacy skills and are likely to have difficulty understanding the meaning of the numbers that doctors wish to share. For these people, visual aids can help by showing the numbers in perspective. The pie chart (pioneered by Florence Nightingale) is a prime example of a simple yet effective visual aid, helpful to people at all academic levels.

Ensure that consent is “informed”
For many patients, truly “informed” consent (or indeed “dissent”) is difficult to achieve without visual aids. Professionals in communications do not consider information and data to be the same. Information is considered to be data (facts) presented in a context that allows them to be meaningful to the listener. Unless
probability data are expressed in some meaningful context, a case could be made that, for less educated patients, so called informed consent or dissent is often not informed at all. Good visual aids can help the viewer to see the risk numbers in context, thus providing information and not just data.

Use visual aids to build partnership

When simple visual communication tools are shared between doctor and patient, they offer an opportunity to deepen the bond between them. The closer the doctor-patient partnership, the more likely the patient is to be satisfied. Malpractice claims are also less likely; when primary care physicians with no malpractice claims against them were compared with those who had been the subject of such claims, distinct differences were found in style of communication. Statements about what to expect, enabling discussion to take place, and taking time to explore the human dimensions were all seen as teachable behaviours associated with fewer malpractice claims.18

Strategies to discuss and elicit responses

Recent meta-analyses have highlighted the fact that women doctors in general are better than men at encouraging patients to talk more freely.19 This does not mean that men are irretrievably impeded by their gender from gaining high scores in eliciting responses from patients. Indeed, in gynaecology, where there is usually a strong preference among patients for women doctors, the men were at least equal to (and often better than) the women in all aspects of their conversational style. Thus adjustments of conversational style seem to be possible with motivation and training.

Fig 4 Revised Paling Perspective Scale©—for displaying risks covering widely different orders of magnitude16

Future of risk communication in health care

Effective risk communication can improve the quality of health care in all countries and all disciplines. Three important developments are needed in this area.

Firstly, doctors need more training in communicating risk to patients.20 The motivation for this may be stimulated by the potential for improving doctor-patient partnerships (and in some countries, such as the United States, for lowering the risk of malpractice suits).

Secondly, more research is needed on how different strategies, particularly use of visual aids, help patients to understand risk. Similar studies have already assessed analogous visual tools such as the Wong-Baker FACES pain rating scale—widely used to help patients communicate their level of pain.21

Thirdly, research should assess further how differences in culture, age, and gender affect patients’ perception of risks. Few studies have examined how different groups respond to risks of any kind, and no studies seem to have investigated which approaches are the most effective for communicating medical risks to different populations. Since the time of Aristotle it has been recognised that there are different “possible ways of persuading people about any subject,”22 and this is probably the case with different cultures. Given
the many diverse circumstances in which medicine is practised throughout the world, it is important always to be empathetic to the individual situation of each patient. By adopting a set of simple and practical strategies, doctors should be better able to convey information on risk to their patients.
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From cardiac anaesthetist to humanist officiant
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